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Answers from the community totoche 89 Level 4 5000 / 5000 points on your Apple in MyCANAL, in the bar of choice to choose more, activate your rights in settings if it does not work, remove the MyCANAL app and then reinstall it, Right now I Have an Apple TV 4K, and I'm at the 4K event, go down 10 vignettes and 4K channel well present just before europort Ritchy7775107
Level 3 4396 / 5,000 items channel channel event UHD jumped also for me I believe totoche 89 Level 4 5000 / 5000 points Hello channel event channel has nothing to do with the channel uhd , this one is easterport infoport level 0 74 / 100 points Hello, I channel more uhd, but I no longer see the channel event sports 4K. I'm on Apple TV with fiber connection. I have no problem
reading a 4K movie in a replay or watching a channel more uhd. I tried to restart the Apple TV, but still do not channel Eveme, t 4K. I would like to follow the latest matches Roland Garros in good quality. Thank you in advance. pascal298616 Level 0 33 / 100 Points Good evening Thank you very much! I watch tonight and keep you informed. Good said - TEAM CANAL Level 4
5000 / 5000 points Hello, do you see the chain on the mosaic of chains? If not, restart the Apple TV and make sure you're connected to a compatible HDMI location (feel free to test another HDMI port). Keep me up to date with pascal298616 Level 0 33/100 Points Hello, wanting to watch yesterday's Grand Prix in UHD via Apple TV 4K I couldn't choose a UHD channel that no
longer exists on the channel list. Is this an anomaly on my Apple TV? DavidG13290 Level 0 21 /100 Points Hello, This difference in broadcast rights does not explain why netflix 4K content is available on all media and not with CanalPlus. totoche 89 Level 4 5000 / 5000 points Hello, not to confuse the channel and Netflix, the channel buys limited broadcast rights in time, Netflix
broadcasts them more time DavidG13290 Level 0 21 / 100 points Hello, I just bought 4K TV and I discover with amazement that the terms of access to 4K for CanalPlus are very restrictive. Gentlemen of the Canal, it's time to get to the taste of the day! Netflix still has a strong case for taking market share... Remy - CANAL Team Level 4,5000 / 5000 points @bydaveone: Hello, 4K-
UHD is not yet available on LA DEMANDE via Bouygues at the moment, only on the channel CANAL live from the television universe Bouygues. Bydaveone Level 0 13/100 Hi Points with my Bbox 4k set-top box I don't access the 4K app? Ritchy377775107 Level 3 4396 / Glasses @Julien41053504La 4k on mychanal is available limited eligilbe products and priority on the channel
and Apple TV teleco boxes. Then the orange bodily box through the channel's ship app and some TV like Sony bravia android, but it remains very limited Julien41053504 Level 0 20 / 100 points Hello, I have Philips ONE TV on Android TV with the app MyCANAL. I bought a TV at the very beginning of the containment and according to the post I expected to see 4K appear during
deconfinement... but it's not (only Disney content plus allows me to enjoy 4K. When scheduled to restart 4K in the Android MyCANAL app? nico010 Level 0 27/100 Points Good Evening, thanks for your response. totoche 89 Level 4 5000 / 5000 points Good evening, for my Samsung TV, 4K through the channel M'y is not available, the reason is that Samsung refused to pay
copyright: Cdlt nico010 Level 0 27 / 100 points Good evening, I still do not have 4K on mycanal app on my smart TV Samsung. The movie is still at 720p. Before the 4k containment worked perfectly on mychanal and I have no problem now with 4k on other apps. Can you enlighten me? Thank youKordial totoche 89 Level 4 5000 / 5000 Points Good evening , due to containment
and TV work, uhd solution was limited to the state request, but from tomorrow the uhd solution will be available again, it is already available via Apple TV: Cdlt enzo166330008 Level 0 96 / 100 points Hi I have Samsung TV 4k yled from 2018. But I 'don't have 4k on the channels there is no mention of HD or 4k. Can you answer me because I took the TV app just for the purpose of
watching movies in the most optimal quality. What do I do and where the channel UHD (I have a package) Thank you very much to someone who will bring me answers or direct me to the person able to give me an answer. Mathieu41026169 Level 0 18 / 100 points Hello Ritchy, first thanks for all your feedback on the forum that helps us bcp. Then I have Philips TV 70pus7304
compatible 4k/ UHD. On this TV with Android TV I use my channel app from the TV. I saw that during the containment my channel would be downgraded to 720p. My question is, can I hope to watch a movie or series through on demand at 1080p? And if so, how can I know? I only see the HD logo. Finally I have a bandwidth of 80 MB/s so don't worry about it At the same time.
Thank you for your help. Ritchy377775107 Level 3.4396 / 5000 points @Stephane39433509normal during the containment of the channel lowered the quality of 720p Stephane39433509 Level 1130 / 750 points WTF !!! From today I no longer have a 4K ultra HD logo in playback with the Apple TV 4K?? It's weird all of him. And for information in case I have Sony OLED 2019
Ritchy377775107 Level 3 4396 / 5000 points @XavierB76 looking a priori oled TV 2019 still not concerned about this update, but hey it doesn't affect in any way mycannal XavierB76 Level 1,206/750 points Problem is set to be identified on mychanal (which also landed on mycanal via Apple TV). I hope this doesn't happen again too often, because in the long run it would be tiring
to re-enter identifiers regularly. Otherwise for Android TV 9.0, it should only be for Sony AG9, not for AG8. Ritchy37775107 Level 3 4396 / 5000 points @XavierB76 I didn't have that kind of worries on my part, except that I lost live in 4K that no longer works tout.je the 6'gt; passed yesterday morning in Android TV 9.0 successfully for the TV app continues to tour, as before
XavierB76 Level 1206 / 750 points Since yesterday I notice the problems of entry on the mycanal TV app continues to tour, as before XavierB76 Level 1206 / 750 points Since yesterday I notice the problems of entering on mycanal TV app. First, automatic identification with pre-registered identifiers no longer works and is no longer possible to verify identifiers. It's still amazing that
technical problems always happen with Canal Plus and mychanal. What a wound. XavierB76 Level 1,206 / 750 points I confirm what is said in the article Digital.On my Sony 55-AG8, channels showed (Eurosport, Nat-Geo, OCS City and Cstar) well in 1080p / 50fps at 4.5 MB/S.A first steps for Android TV .... Responses from the community yoda64 Level 4 5000 / 5000 points
@ritchyEt yes that even in 2020 the technology drags tjr to release some features. Cdr Ritchy37775107 Level 3 4396/5000 points @donalejandrovte will require at least Android 9, but it's especially your TV that's too old. Sony TV concerned 4K are UR1 UR2 and UR3 at least donalejandrov Level 0 23 /100 points Hello at all, I have Bravia 4K ATV2 on Android TV 8.0.0 and I do not
have access to channel 4K. I checked my stream and I have enough for 4K (under the EPON fiber)..... On the other hand, I notice that HDCP is disabled ... Where did it come from? Thank you! Ritchy37775107 Level 3.4396/5000 @yoda64la the quality of the orange set-top box in HD and 4K is really excellent, it just lacks 1080p has a demand unit of 720p :( and the recorder
features super well yoda64 Level 4 5000/5000 points @ritchyC that I'm complaining about it on the SB features super well yoda64 Level 4 5000/5000 points @ritchyC that I'm complaining about it on the SB. Friend of me fiber and through decoder uhd orange, I admit it's not bad Cdr Ritchy37775107 Level 3.4396 /5000 points @yoda64oui all these chip-efficient video correction
supposedly gave us a nickel image can't do much, if the source is not top yoda64 Level 45,000 / 5000 points @ritchyExactement, especially since our TVs carry technology that is capable of prowess, but unfortunately if the broadcast at the source is lame, and our TV unfortunately will not be able. Cdr Ritchy37775107 Level 3 4396 / 5000 points @yoda64pour I also do not have
pictures, I would even say that regardless of the size of the slab we should have the correct viewing quality at least. yoda64 Level 4 5000 / 5000 @ritchybjr personally watch a blockbuster, or a good football match on a mobile phone or on oled 165 for me, the choice was quickly made :) Now there are some who like much better for them.cdt Ritchy37775107 Level 3 4396 / 5000
points on Google TV multi-live TV version, but it's a mistake ... so it didn't work, it worked for some time on my XG95 before no more walking and then cleaning up... I feel as mychanal may be too optimized for mobile devices than on Android/Google TV, vu story jerky or live TV that doesn't work on Android TV but runs a priori on mobile Ritchy37775107 Level 3 4396/5000 points
@flo031j very rarely uses mychanal TV on my XG95, squeezing and especially jerks I'm unbearable only on demand the rest on top of the orange set. When UHD channels don't jump it works very well, I guess, but I don't stay there seen jerks. This quality is very good, except jerky again, otherwise goes on mychanal on TV 50 inches, the app frankly passes quite a lot as it has
been optimized for this size slab, but not higher ... mdr flo031 Level 1,464 / 750 Points On Sony TV xg9505 Today for the top prize motorcycle Ritchy377775107 Level 3 4396 / 5000 points @flo031tu look at what already? flo031 Level 1,464 / 750 points What happens, thisCanal uhd has the bug slowdownPa can enjoy matchFrustration !!! Ritchy377775107 Level 3 4396 / 5000 ba
points I think on chromescast we are still limited to 720p right? I haven't checked, but if this is still a case of sabrina is a much better option since one is basically at 1080p yoda64 Level 4 5000/5000 items @alexandrebjr it happens to you to read the posts??? @ritchy spoke about it yesterday his opinion, just go down a little below to read it avis.si tomorrow another subscriber lies
the question, we risk walking in a circle on the same subject.cdt Alexandre22811829 Level 0 98 / 100 points Hello, how about MYCANAL on the new Dongle Google Sabrina? Which is currently Android TV oriented. Same quality as a classic Chromecast or you can 4K at last? Thanks to yoda64 Level 4 5000 / 5000 points @ritchymalheureusement now it is so you can buy a
smartphone has 1000 balls and the charger will not, or oled has 2500 euros without cable HDMI.me it going when I bought my xiaomi mi box 50 euros, of course the adapter for Ethernet and was not provided, but personal I pay much less than 20 euros, with shipping costs it returned to 13 euros, but so I'm sorry because the home Wi-Fi is out of question, I put everything wired on
my 11 devices connected to my network, through switches, of course taf, but with gutters very clean and mine, unlike Wi-Fi, especially given the number of devices on my network.cdt Ritchy37775107 Level 3 4396 / 5000 points concerned as far as I'm concerned. I have an orange set-top box for my 65-inch slab so I have satisfactory quality. Otherwise there is a sector of the
Ethernet adapter for Google TV, but it is sold separately for 20 balle ... Ultra yoda64 Level 4 5000 / 5000 points @leclerebjr I join you 100% in terms of 4k and quality in general images through decoder, in this case G9 via sat.nothing to do with my channel or quality more than average, and when we read the post @ritchy with a TV 49 inches to 3 meters the quality goes not so
bad, it goes not so bad, the quality is not so bad, it is not so bad, the quality is more than average, and when we read the post @ritchy with a TV 49 inches to 3 meters the quality goes not so bad, it goes not so bad, the quality is not so bad, basically no tip on top, but once we move to a higher diagonal, and its pass not.finally I'm glad my integrated on my oled philips 65 inches
with a decoder through sat to enjoy the full of my program in 4k, or 1080p without worrying about the distance and size of my TV :).my channel at home is only in a room on my LED4k 140cm through my shield but just download the app, I regularly update updates, but I look almost never :), my shield serves me only for Disney, play games, and watch movies through my NAS or
quality much better than my channel, and especially the interest of the shield to enjoy 4K that we find almost gone, and especially not even HD R on my channel.basically resume you have all the rights to say, that its useless to buy an android TV box shield type that it takes 4k hdr if it download the app is my channel, and in the end this find is almost without a program in 4k
without hdr.je'm not going to buy a computer gamer, if it's easy to surf the internet :)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))i'm a zmphn drive of my channel, and in the end this find is almost without a program in 4k without hdr.je'm not going to buy a computer gamer unless it's easy to surf the internet :)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))i.e. jrncdt Ritchy3775107 Level 3 4396/5000 points I don't have a
problem with live TV that I XG95 on Google TV. The 49-inch TV has about 3 put mycanal quality goes not too bad lol, but on the high end of the TV 65 inches it goes not dj00le Level 1229 / 750 points I was very sorry for the quality found on myCanal. I started month subscriptions with old TV and shield, so I was having 1080p content. I did my second month with the newest Sony
TV (XH90), and actually a huge fumisteria: almost no movie in 4K, and not even HDR. I'm not paying that price there for not being able to enjoy the quality of the 2020 TV. There won't be a 3rd month, I've stopped! I'll go through Apple VOD or Google, 4-5 movie, I won't have any more and it'll be in a 4K DV. That's it... disappointed with my channel experience. Leclere14731533
Level 2755 / 2000 points Yes, I edited my post at the same time. However, for a tablet, mobile, as long as the resolution is less than 13 - 15 inches, the quality is enough. pierrickand level 4 5,000 / 5000 @Leclere14731533La the ultimate solution - the Decoder, or go your way. It's simple. Or any other equipment already compatible with UHD through myCanal. There are
TELECies, 1 on the channel and a few on providers, Samsung Smart TVs, Apple TV, and regarding us here on Android TV, this is at the moment some Sony Smart TV and Freebox Pop. The 2 other Android TV equipment came in according to the team some time ago because by passing the certificates required by their most demanding rights holders, so there's only waiting to
find out which ones. Leclere14731533 Level 2,755 / 2000 Points Joy Marketing to allow the customer to dive on the purchase of the product. The fact is that it will certainly be available, the product is capable, you can test it on another app than MyCanal, but MyCanal is not ready or at least it is expected. Google's trick thing may be its ad, but it doesn't say that what should be
supported is a day-one. It's like taking Shield TV 2017 or 2019 are both capable of 4K, but MyCanal... You have 960P on 25i/s yes yes... 720P to 25/30 and 1080P to 50i/s. Flow is limited? 4.5 See 5Mb/s Do you think you have 4K with such a stream? The final solution is to be Decoder, or go your own way if your goal is to have 4K. Ritchy377775107 Level 3 4396 / 5000 Points For
Stadiums is not an important functionTablo, if via USB C you can connect it what you want, but through the charger adapter was pretty much flobool Level 1 1 241 / 750 items Abdelkader37952610 Level 1,310 /750 items @Ritchy37775107Il it seems to me that I saw on Reddit that someone plugged a USB hub and connected to a hard drive as well as a usb adapter and it worked.
yoda64 Level 4 5000 / 5000 points @ritchypour Google stadiums not until 2021 start or end no date. ... I put the adapter and the trick being played, much more effective than Wi-Fi, making a roller coaster. Ritchy37775107 Level 3 4396 / 5000 points At the moment 2 drawback I find for Google TV is the lack of ethernet port (temporary I think) and a real onboard hard drive. But for
the price it is a great alternative to the Apple TV. For stadiums I think it will be resolved through the revamped. I found that my Sony TV remote control can control Google TV, which is even better than the orange UHD body box that imposes an orange remote control despite the activation of the HDMI CEC that said with the Android TV 9 option allows you to control using the
infrared TV body box fai with the remote control of my own TV, and that's what I use with my XG95, even if the responsiveness is less. At the moment I am very happy with the product and the 49-inch TV is a very average mychanal compression less noticeable. Flaws more than a channel unlocked 4k would not be bad and that Google brings Dolby vision
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